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Abstract: Given their intermediary role and resulting influence on other industries, banks are pivotal
in achieving the sustainable development goals (SDGs), for which they approach ecological and social
challenges in numerous ways. This study aims at creating a typology of the sustainability strategies
that banks implement. To this end, 26 in-depth interviews were conducted within the German banking
industry to detect patterns in the sustainable practices of these financial institutions. The strategy
types identified are narrow, peripheral, balanced, and integrative, which are similar in structure
but substantially different with respect to the kind of practices. Specifically, three main features
distinguish these strategies. First, banks focus on either their core businesses or the peripheries of
their business. Second, banks can concentrate on social or environmental issues. Third, within the
peripheries of their businesses, banks can support external sustainability projects in terms of finances
or content. It is also found that the choice of strategy is driven by varying combinations of business,
social, and environmental motives. I thus explore the ways by which financial institutions contribute
to the realization of the SDGs. The typology established in this work improves understanding with
regards to the implementation of sustainability strategies and serves as inspiration to sustainability
managers of banks. It also adds to sustainability research in the service context, which, unlike the
manufacturing industry, is a widely under-researched setting.

Keywords: sustainability; SDGs; banking industry; case study; typology; CSR; financial services;
sustainable banking

1. Introduction

Banks are widely acknowledged as playing a crucial role in achieving the sustainable development
goals (SDGs) [1–3]. Given their major impact on society and the environment, these financial institutions
increasingly address social and environmental challenges and engage in numerous sustainable practices.
To name a few examples, banks may offer green credit funds, use energy-efficient systems, encourage
employees to use public transport, provide access to people with disabilities, and choose suppliers
who abide by environmental and social principles [4]. Such practices enhance corporate social and
environmental performance, which in turn, can positively affect the reputation [5] and financial
performance of banks [6–8] as well as the affective and behavioral responses of customers [9,10].

The literature provides several guidelines that outline how banks can pursue sustainable
development [11–13]. Previous studies have also inquired into the extent of effort that financial
service providers have devoted in this regard [14–16] or specific practices, such as environmental credit
risk management [17,18], sustainable project finance [19], and impact investing [20,21]. However, no
research has been conducted on what practices banks implement to realize sustainability. Thus, a
gap exists with regard to the content of banks’ sustainability strategies, i.e., the patterns that underlie
the sustainable practices of banks. Compounding this deficiency is the absence of an explanation
on how different types of sustainability strategies and motives that drive sustainable practices are related,
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despite claims in previous research that different strategies are stimulated by varying motives [22].
I address this shortcoming by creating a typology of the sustainability strategies of banks to enable the
identification of motives that prompt the adoption of such strategies. I, therefore, ask the following
research questions:

(1) What types of sustainability strategies do banks implement?
(2) What prevailing motives stimulate these different types of strategies?

To illuminate these questions, I conducted 26 in-depth interviews with 26 executives working in
the banking industry and carried out analysis that enabled me to uncover four kinds of strategies. These
are a narrow, peripheral, balanced, and integrative strategy type, each of which can be understood
as a specific pattern of sustainable practices. Although these types are similar in structure, they
substantially differ with regards to related practices that are implemented. The typology developed in
this work encompasses three main distinctive features, amongst which the most striking is whether
banks focus on their core businesses or on the peripheries of their business. The second feature revolves
around the directing of focus towards social or environmental issues, and the third indicates that
within the peripheries of their businesses, banks can support external sustainability projects in terms of
financial or content-related backing. I, likewise, found three principal categories of corporate motives
for sustainability, namely, social, environmental, and business rationales. The analysis reveals that
decisions regarding the choice of strategy type result from different combinations of motives.

These findings are relevant because knowledge about banks’ sustainability strategies allows for the
identification of potential for improvement. In particular, a thorough comprehension of such strategies
can benefit stakeholders concerned with environmental and social issues, including sustainability
managers, policymakers, and environmental organizations. Such knowledge makes clear where
strategic action can be taken to move banks towards contributing to sustainable development goals
(SDGs). Such knowledge can also clarify where strategic action can be taken to move banks towards
advancing the SDGs. Adding to this advantage is the awareness of motives, which is a particularly
valuable source of insights because an extensive understanding of the reasons that underlie banks’
engagement in sustainable practices equally sheds light on why they disregard certain practices.
Considering that the banking sector is lagging behind other industries as regards sustainability
outcomes [14], the cognition of motives is crucial to the development of tools that effectively encourage
banks to implement substantive strategies and thus contribute to the achievement of the SDGs.
This study accordingly explores the ways and means by which organizations advance the SDGs.

The research contributes to theory and practice in three ways. First, it presents a typology of
sustainability strategies implemented in the banking industry, thereby providing a basis for future
studies on unraveling both the antecedents and consequences of different sustainability strategies.
Second, the typology shows that despite similarities in structure amongst strategies, they vary
considerably, thus concretizing our knowledge about dissimilarities in types of practice as opposed to
variances in degrees of practice. Third, the findings indicate that there is a more complex relationship
between sustainability motives and a specific strategy than expected. This research, therefore, offers a
more fine-tuned understanding of why different sustainability strategies are implemented. It also adds
to sustainability research in the service context, which, unlike the manufacturing industry, is a widely
under-researched setting [23–25].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. I begin by outlining what is meant by the term
‘sustainability strategy’. I then provide background information on corporate motives for sustainability
and the social and environmental practices implemented by the banking sector. I subsequently describe
the methods adopted in this work and present the findings, after which I discuss the results further
and end with the conclusions drawn from the research.
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2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Sustainability Strategies

A firm’s sustainability strategy is defined as a strategy aimed at achieving present and future
economic prosperity, environmental integrity, and social equity for both the company itself and its
stakeholders [26–28]. Drawing on the strategy literature, Baumgartner and Rauter [29] propose a
framework for sustainability strategies that consists of four elements (see Figure 1): In this framework,
a specific strategy content is implemented on the basis of an underlying logic and as the outcome of a
strategy process. Logic, process, and content are embedded in the strategy context.
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The underlying logic is closely linked to organizational purpose, and represents the phenomenon
that predefines “order, direction, and coherence” [30] (p. 139). Strategic decisions are thus supposed
to be derived from the organizational purpose. Previous research described a dualism between two
logics—a business case logic and a sustainable logic—as to why companies implement sustainable
practices. Objectives that correspond to the business case logic are cost and risk reduction, efficiency
gain, brand building, and new market creation [31–33]. In contrast, the sustainable logic implies that
economic goals are instruments of sustainable development, as revenue can be used to fulfil social and
ecological needs. Objectives that correspond to the sustainable logic include environmental protection,
social justice and equality, or the fight against poverty [21,34–36]. The strategy process is the manner
by which a strategy is formulated and constructed to achieve an intended purpose [37]. This process is
described through two approaches. The first assumes that strategy creation is a fully conscious and
rational planning process. The second approach opposes the notion that strategies are planned in
a linear fashion and instead projects them as emerging from practice in a bottom–up or undirected
way [38].

The course of action constitutes the strategy content; that is, the pattern of sustainable practices
that are implemented to achieve an outcome [29]. A wide range of social and environmental practices
are available to companies for them to advance sustainable development. These practices may refer
to those carried out for a firm’s employees (e.g., work–life balance or diversity activities) or those
implemented in its supply chain (e.g., supplier selection with consideration for social and ecological
aspects) or production and operational processes (e.g., energy saving, resource preservation). Practices
that address issues in the external environment that surrounds a company, such as donation to and
sponsorship of social, cultural, or environmental organizations, can also contribute to sustainable
development. Strategy content should not be confused with the communication of a strategy or
intended strategy, as such communication pertains to possible patterns of practices, whereas strategy
content refers to realized strategies, which reflect actual patterns of practices [39,40].

Finally, the strategy content and process are embedded in the strategy context, which comprises
institutional, regulatory, and organizational elements. It is understood as the conglomerate of surrounding
conditions under which the strategy process and content are determined. It refers to the environment
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where a business operates and therefore differs across companies [41]. The strategy context both opens
and limits possibilities for sustainable practices [42].

2.2. Corporate Motives for Sustainability

Extensive research has been conducted on the motives of firms for social and/or environmental
behaviors [43–50]. Such motives are often labeled differently, but two main categories can be identified.
Intrinsic motives are value-driven, moral, altruistic, or ethical motivations that stem from concern for
social/environmental issues. In contrast, extrinsic, self-driven, or instrumental motives represent the
potential improvement of legitimacy, competitiveness, efficiency gains, and innovativeness that a firm
aims to realize through a specific sustainable behavior.

Most studies on motives implicitly assumed that different motivations are connected to varying
degrees of sustainable practice [44,47,51–53]. Extrinsic motives, for example, are associated with
reactive strategies, whereas intrinsic motives are related to ambiguous proactive strategies [48].
In addition, classifications of sustainability strategies are frequently underlain by the assumption that
only one motive drives sustainable practices in each company [42,54–58]. This idea was challenged by
Santana [22], who argued that different motives co-exist within each company and that each motivation
can prevail to different extents. Likewise, the salience of motivations might vary depending on
organization [59] and practice, from which company- and practice-specific “motivation positions” [22]
(p. 765) result. This supposition was supported by a study wherein corporate motives were confirmed
to differ with respect to the kinds of sustainable practices in which a company engages [60].

With the exception of analyses directed solely to particular social [22] or environmental [43,61]
practices or studies conducted in the manufacturing industry [45], research that explicitly refers to
a connection between kinds of practices and different motives is largely inadequate. A necessary
requirement, therefore, is to empirically unravel the tie between different types of sustainability strategy
content and corporate motives.

2.3. Sustainability in the Banking Industry

Given their intermediary position, financial services can foster or hamper the (non-)sustainable
behaviors of states, companies, and individuals and can even trigger structural change in society [1].
These offerings are therefore considered transformative services [62], which influence society and the
environment in a very particular manner. As briefly described above, companies can generally
implement environmental practices (e.g., energy saving), social practices (e.g., corporate volunteering,
health management), and external practices (e.g., donation).

The same is true for banks, but practices that are anchored in these institutions’ core businesses
have considerably more extensive effects. They can, for instance, consider sustainability aspects as
they make decisions regarding investments. Such initiatives are described as socially responsible
investments (SRIs), and these date back to the 16th century when Italian banks used religious ethics
as guidance in the decision process [11]. Nowadays, an SRI is an investment form that integrates
non-financial concerns, such as ethical, social, or environmental issues, into decision making [21,63–66].
For example, financial institutions can apply negative criteria (e.g., excluding the nuclear sector as a
client) and positive criteria (e.g., fostering growth in the renewable energy sector) in decision making
and thereby “directly influence the functioning, priorities, and values of businesses” [1] (p. 4). In the
same vein, sustainable criteria can be employed in decision making on lending [3,17,18,34], as is the case
when banks sign the Equator Principles (EPs), which are environmental and social risk management
standards that are voluntarily adopted by the project finance sector [67,68]. Banks can also engage
in active ownership [69] by, say, voting on shares and engaging in dialogue with investee companies
or borrowers to improve environmental and social outcomes. Active ownership [69] can likewise
take the form of writing (open) letters, proposing shareholder resolutions, collaborating with other
organizations, or even divesting from a company under scrutiny [70,71].
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Previous studies have devoted much attention to the extent of effort that financial service
providers expend towards sustainable development [14–16] or the manner by which specific
practices are implemented [17,21,34,70] and the effects of these practices on economic and marketing
outcomes [7,10,72–74]. However, no knowledge has been acquired as to what kinds of sustainable
practices banks typically implement in combination. This deficiency translates to a research gap with
regard to the content of banks’ sustainability strategies and a corresponding lack of explanation on how
different types of such content are motivated. Given that the banking sector lags behind other industries
in terms of sustainability outcomes [14], an understanding of motivations is crucial to the development
of tools that effectively encourage financial institutions to implement substantive strategies and thus
contribute to the achievement of the sustainable development goals (SDGs) established by the United
Nations [75]. In response to this challenge, the current work qualitatively examined sustainability
practices in the banking industry. The succeeding section details the methods used for this purpose.

3. Methods

A qualitative research design was chosen given the explorative nature of my research aim.
I conducted semi-structured interviews, which are considered “the heart” of qualitative studies [76]
(p. 19), with executives of 26 banks. I spoke with sustainability managers, where this post is existing.
In banks without such a position, the individual responsible for sustainability-related practices was
interviewed (i.e., CEO, product manager, or marketing manager). The interview questionnaire was
supplemented by multiple other data sources, such as corporate publications (e.g., websites and annual
or sustainability reports), which I expected to improve the validity of the data [77]. The 26 cases were
analyzed iteratively; that is, I repeatedly revisited the data collection, data analysis, and reflection on
the literature [78].

Maximum variation sampling was adopted [79,80], with a purposeful selection of banks that differ
as much as possible in terms of strategy content and corporate motives. Variance in the two concepts
of interest and the comparison of cases are precisely the components that pave the way for an in-depth
understanding of the link between types of sustainability strategy content and motives [81]. To achieve
such variance, I included different banking structures (public, private, and cooperative) in the sample
and stopped adding cases when saturation was reached (i.e., when no additional sustainable practices
or motives could be identified). I initially used information available on the websites of the banks as
an indicator of strategy content. If a bank matched the purposes of the study, I contacted its employees
and determined their willingness to participate in the research. The participants were assured of
anonymity, and then data collection was conducted between June 2017 and September 2018.

The questionnaire encompasses different variations of the questions ‘What are you doing with
respect to corporate sustainability?’ and ‘Why are you implementing these initiatives?’ (Appendix A).
Although the questionnaire was developed carefully by five service researchers, it was used as a
rough guide rather than a strictly followed survey instrument. I allowed for flexibility in adjusting
the questionnaire throughout the study should the analysis have suggested necessary adaptation.
For instance, the first cases implied that motives underlying diverse sustainable practices vary.
Correspondingly, I adapted the instrument and inquired into the motivation behind each activity
instead of the overall justification for a sustainability strategy. I conducted all the interviews, either by
telephone or onsite (i.e., at a bank). The recorded sessions lasted between 45 and 88 min and were
transcribed afterwards to ensure systematic analysis.

The data analysis was guided by the principles put forward by Gioia et al. [76] and Kluge [82].
Gioia et al. [76] presented a systematic approach to qualitative studies, with the authors emphasizing
independence from existing knowledge. This approach offers a reasonable way for researchers to
dissociate themselves from assumptions that have thus far been made about strategy types. Kluge [82]
provided useful recommendations on how to construct typologies in qualitative research. Both these
researchers underlined the significance of an inductive and iterative procedure, which is why their
methods are consistent and complementary. The analysis in the current work was performed in
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MaxQDA and involved two major steps: The construction of the typology and the assignment of
motives to each strategy type.

The analysis of the first cases yielded a list of the sustainable practices that the participating banks
implement. When no additional sustainable practices could be found, I grouped similar activities.
For instance, I grouped membership in a sustainability-related network or association, cooperation
with research institutions, and communication on sustainability-related issues under content-related
involvement. Drawing on Yuan et al. [83], I distinguished between sustainable practices for core
businesses and those for business peripheries, as well as sustainable practices that focus on external
projects and initiatives. Practices were also differentiated according to whether they center on social or
environmental issues.

Simultaneously, the identified groups of sustainable practices were used to “dimensionalize” the
typology [82] (p. 3). On the basis of the concept of attribute space [84], the groups of practices were
used to identify all possible combinations of practices. In an ongoing process, data were analyzed
to ascertain similarities and differences [76] so that the attribute space could be reduced to typology
dimensions that distinguish between emerging types; that is, the attributes by which strategy types
could be most clearly differentiated. Conflating the attributes yielded a preliminary classification of
sustainability strategy content. Revisiting the data collection and analysis and increasingly considering
the literature, I further refined the typology dimensions. Finally, following the logic of comparison [85],
I analyzed each bank once more and checked whether it was correctly assigned in accordance with
the constructed typology. It is important to consider that the constructed typology covers ideal types
of strategies, from which actual cases may somewhat differ. These ideal forms provide the most
appropriate descriptions, indicating whether each case best corresponds to a given type of sustainability
strategy. Each empirical case is equally classifiable so that no instance is left unassigned to any of
the identified ideal strategy types. The basic rules of classification, exhaustiveness, and mutually
exclusiveness of types, were thus followed [86].

Parallel to the procedure for sustainable practices, the categorization of motives was developed
inductively using informant-centric category labels [76], which closely adhere to the terms used by the
interviewees. For instance, the statement “Slipped disks are a serious problem. People are absent for
a longer period of time. So we had to find ways to reduce it.” (B15) was coded as reducing employee
absenteeism. As the data analysis proceeded, second-order constructs were established by clustering
first-order constructs and taking into account the literature. Similarly, second-order constructs were
aggregated and thus grouped under an even more abstract category (see Appendix B). Each case was
then assigned to a single motive or a combination of motives. On the basis of this within-case analysis,
the grouped banks were compared in the matter of the link between motives and types of strategy
content. This final step was thus deductive, consistent with Spiggle [78], who described the continuous
transition of an iterative study from inductive to deductive analysis.

4. Results

Throughout the analysis of the 26 cases, I identified five types of strategy content, each understood
as a specific pattern of sustainable practices. The typology is constituted by three key distinctive
features, amongst which the most striking is whether banks focus on the core or on the peripheries
of their business. The second feature points to the laying of focus on social or environmental issues,
and the third revolves around the fact that within the business periphery, banks can support external
sustainability projects in terms of finances or content (see Figure 2).

I also found three principal categories of corporate motives for sustainability; namely, social,
environmental, and business motives.

The social motive category implies that a bank aims to create a viable society by contributing
to public welfare, social justice, and social cohesion. The environmental motive category suggests
that banks endeavor to build a viable natural environment by reducing their climate footprint and
promoting environmental consciousness. Both categories implicate banks and their employees, as well
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as society in general. The business motive category implies that banks strive for a viable business by
improving financial performance and pursuing marketing- and employee-related objectives.

The analysis reveals that the strategy type result from a different combination of motives.
The following section describes the strategy content types and underlying motives in detail.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 20 
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4.1. Type 1: Narrow Strategy Content

As reflected in the label, a narrow strategy involves the implementation of sustainable practices in
a limited manner; accordingly, banks do not plan to carry out additional activities because they do not
perceive sustainability as a relevant matter. When asked about what sustainable practices the banks
have implemented, one of the respondents provided “None. None at all.” (B10) as a response. Amongst
banks that implement this strategy type, therefore, sustainability is not concentrated in core businesses;
no official guidelines on investments and lending decisions that require sustainability components are
taken into account. The lack of sustainability in the core business originates from what banks perceive
as the absence of economic relevance; that is, there is neither noticeable demand from customers nor
pressure from secondary stakeholders (e.g., non-government organizations) to espouse sustainability
initiatives. Some of these banks offer sustainable funds, but customers are compelled to explicitly ask
for such financial products.

Banks belonging to this group also donate to social organizations, such as youth associations, sports
clubs, or kindergartens, in their region but do not support ecological organizations. The allocation of
donations is not grounded in any pre-defined criteria. Certain practices are pursued to save energy
(e.g., the insulation of building facade, the use of low-energy bulbs, and automatic timers for heating)
and other resources, such as water and paper. Employee-related practices are adopted to an equally
low degree, with the respondents lamenting the deficiency in addressing issues regarding work–life
balance. This strategy type is driven primarily by business motives. Although image, reputation, and
differentiation are key issues, particularly in relation to donations and sponsoring, the potential to
reduce costs is the chief driver of resource efficiency measures. This strategy has been implemented
by six of the participating banks, and they are in most cases, small cooperatives where no employee
position is dedicated to sustainability.
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4.2. Type 2: Peripheral Strategy Content

The peripheral strategy content is substantially similar to the first type of strategy, with banks
imposing no sustainable exclusion criteria on investments or lending decisions. However, the sampled
institutions have recently launched a few sustainable investment products, such as funds that reflect a
consideration for environmental and social matters. Within the margins of their businesses, peripherally
oriented banks strategically allocate considerable funds to charitable projects or organizations, including
sports clubs, cultural associations, and social welfare organizations in the same region. Donations are
administrated by a foundation, which ensures criteria-led decisions. Part of the strategy, as well, is
support for volunteerism amongst employees, for whom association membership fees are paid and
rewards for special commitments are awarded. Unlike the narrow strategy, the periphery scheme
involves adherence to systematic environmental practices. Banks apply various energy efficiency
measures and directives regarding business trips, and activities revolving around health management
and work–life balance are well established.

Similar to the narrow strategy, however, the periphery scheme is dominated by business motives,
with customer demand and potential cost savings accorded particular priority. Banks that operate
in accordance with a periphery-oriented scheme embrace social and environmental responsibilities,
albeit to a minor extent. The pursuit of philanthropy is mostly motivated by the desire to contribute to
public welfare. This type of strategy has been implemented by four of the sampled banks, and these
are either public institutions or cooperatives of different sizes. The personnel responsible for social
practices is usually a member of the marketing department.

4.3. Type 3: Balanced Strategy Content

The balanced strategy is characterized by the advanced integration of sustainable criteria into
core businesses, as reflected in the availability of a wide range of sustainable products. In addition,
customers may benefit from interest rebates if they meet positive criteria, such as when they buy an
electric car instead of a conventional automobile. Banks that pursue this course of action abide by
sustainable standards for investments and lending decisions. For instance, they forego the infusion
of capital into certain forms of coal production and verify their clients’ compliance with human
rights regulations. Banks also actively engage with these clients if socially or environmentally critical
issues arise.

With regard to practices within their business peripheries, banks employing this strategy type are
very similar to those that implement the second strategy. They have well-established and systematic
philanthropic practices with a social focus, employee-related activities, and environmental management
projects. Employee-related occupations include endeavors towards gender diversity. Banks also
occasionally involve themselves in content-intensive ventures, such as collaborations with universities
on research and participation in round-table discussions on different aspects of sustainability.

Because an economic line of argumentation remains relevant to this strategy type, business motives
are still definitive components of decisions. This means that sustainable practices are not implemented
without consideration for financial benefits or the potential reduction of risk. In particular, exclusion
criteria that are integrated into lending decisions originate from a risk perspective. Likewise, a steadily
growing demand, particularly from institutional investors, drives the broader proportion of the entire
portfolio of sustainable products. Nevertheless, social and environmental motives are attached more
weight than they are in the first two strategy types. Again, philanthropic practices are stimulated
primarily by social motives. At the same time, social and environmental motivations also figure in
practices related to core businesses or environmental management.

Out of the 26 banks, seven have implemented this type of strategy, and these institutions are
public, private, or cooperative banks of different sizes. In the large banks, one or more employees
are explicitly in charge of sustainability issues and report to strategy departments. In their smaller
counterparts, the task of sustainability is performed by a marketing department employee, who tends
to this responsibility on a part-time basis.
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4.4. Type 4: Integrated Strategy Content with a Social Focus

Banks that enforce the fourth strategy emphasize social issues in their core businesses. A social
added value is thus a prerequisite to lending. Accordingly, most institutional customers are social
organizations (e.g., charitable institutions), and banking products are designed in consideration of
manifold strict social, and some environmental, exclusion criteria. For instance, nuclear power and
fossil fuel industries, the arms industry, companies that use child labor, firms with human rights abuses
or corruption, and companies whose businesses are related to alcohol, tobacco, and pornography
are denied inclusion as investment beneficiaries. This means that criteria are also applied to the
proprietary investments of banks. Furthermore, microcredits are granted, and investments are infused
into microfinance bonds. Finally, banks exercise their voting rights as institutional investors to achieve
environmental and social improvements.

Banks that abide by this strategy donate to a considerable degree, mostly to charities, via
foundations, but financial support is not paramount as involvement can also take the form of content
support. These banks aid and promote employee volunteerism in charities through paid extra holidays,
affiliate themselves with sustainability-related associations, and engage in forms of lobbying, such as
campaigns that advocate tax justice. They execute advanced environmental management that covers
reductions in energy, water, paper, and other resources, as well as decreases in travel. They enact
purchasing policies that are typified by consideration for both social and environmental aspects.
For instance, material orders are assigned to charities, and activities connected to work–life balance
and health management are well established. In particular, employees receive assistance if they need
to take care of either their children or the elderly members of their families. Finally, part of this strategy
is the pursuit of gender diversity.

All in all, banks whose sustainability initiatives are governed by this strategy are driven chiefly by
the aim to advance social justice and social cohesion. Environmental benefits are also weighed more
importantly than they are under the balanced strategy, but integration is not exclusively linked to social
and environmental motives. The interviewees acknowledged that their institutions are also motivated
by business factors. For example, they value the risk mitigation effects of the strategy. This strategy has
been carried out by five of the participating banks, most of which are small or medium cooperatives
with less than 500 employees. One or two employees are responsible exclusively for sustainability
management and report directly to the executive board.

4.5. Type 5: Integrated Strategy Content with an Environmental Focus

The fifth strategy is similar to the fourth but has an environmental focus. Under this scheme, banks
exclusively finance projects and corporations that positively contribute to an environmentally healthy
world. A vast array of stringent positive and negative criteria is applied to every investment decision,
be it proprietary in nature, falling within a security business, or involving credit grants. The main
criteria are biodiversity in forestry and agriculture, resource efficiency, the use of renewable energy,
support for a circular economy, and pollutant reduction. When these standards are violated, deals can
be rejected. A case in point is the denial of financing for a photovoltaic system in a conventional farm
when the farmer refuses to switch to sustainable agriculture. In developing countries, microcredits are
granted to small conventional farms that are transformed into sustainable agricultural businesses.

In this strategy, philanthropic practices are accorded a minor role, with banks instead focusing on
content-related involvement. They can, for example, provide professional input for sustainable projects,
help build networks, deliver presentations, write articles, conduct research, and actively involve
themselves in sustainability-related networks and associations. Internal environmental practices
extend beyond the endeavors implemented in the previous strategies. Banks use renewable energy,
buy highly resource-efficient hardware, up-cycle technical devices instead of buying new ones, and
adhere to a strict regional purchasing policy. Remaining carbon dioxide emissions are compensated,
and employee-related practices are largely similar to those in the fourth strategy. Banks also underscore
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internal communication about sustainability-related issues, with newsletters or events launched to
inform employees about matters related to sustainable finance.

Banks that implement the fifth approach are largely driven by the aim to have a hand in creating a
viable natural environment. They seek to reduce their climate footprint and strengthen environmental
consciousness in society. They are also inspired by social and business motives, but these are considered
subordinate drivers. Consequently, the core business itself is transformed into a means of achieving
environmental objectives. Four of the 26 banks have implemented this type of strategy, and these
institutions are either private banks or differently sized cooperatives. No explicitly designed position
exists for sustainability management, but social and ecological issues are directly incorporated into the
dealings of every department.

5. Discussion

As previously stated, this research was intended to illuminate what specific types of sustainability
strategy content are implemented by banks and how these schemes are motivated. The analysis of the
sustainable practices carried out by the participating banks uncovered five types of strategy content.
As with every typology, that developed in this work features ideal strategy types, from which real cases
may differ in respect of certain details. They nonetheless provide the most appropriate descriptions of
sustainability schemes. In line with the literature [4], the findings delineated two crucial distinguishing
characteristics amongst the cases: The manner in which sustainable practices are integrated into core
businesses (strict, intermediate, or non-existent) and the means through which banks support external
projects and initiatives (content support, strategic financial backing, or non-strategic financial aid).
The participating banks have also carried out internal practices, such as resource efficiency and health
management, but an important issue for consideration is that such practices were found across all the
cases and types, which is why they were disregarded as distinguishing characteristics.

The typology indicated that although the identified strategy types are similar in structure, they
substantially vary with respect to involved practices. A major difference, in particular, is the focus
on core businesses (integrative strategy) versus the concentration on business peripheries (peripheral
strategy). One strategy contributes to sustainable development through a conscious shaping of financial
flows, whereas the other makes such contribution via support for social projects in the form of donations
and sponsorships. In addition, differences in practices within business peripheries exist. The integrative
strategy, for instance, features content-related involvement with organizations or projects wherein a
social or environmental purpose is pursued. Such practices ultimately represent a form of institutional
entrepreneurship as they are “[aimed] at influencing market conditions” [87] (p. 224).

When the types of strategy content are related to the SDGs, the differences become even more
apparent. In particular, the integrative strategy (types 4 and 5) reflect a contribution to SDG 1 (no
poverty), SDG 7 (affordable and clean energy), and SDG 15 (life on land). An example is when the banks
provide the financial resources needed to achieve an increased share of renewable energy and organic
agriculture or reduced poverty rates as they use their businesses as a means towards sustainable
ends. With reference to the negative criteria applied to lending and investment decisions, further
connections to the SDGs can be identified. Excluding the arms industry as an avenue for investment
supports SDG 16 (peace, justice, and strong institutions), and denying assistance to companies that
abuse human rights contributes to SDG 10 (reduced inequalities). The strategies which do not entail
the integration of sustainable practices into core businesses remain facilitative, albeit indirectly, of
the SDGs. A connection can be seen, for example, between the banks’ philanthropic practices and
SDG 4 (quality and education). Given that the banks mostly support social organizations and often
concentrate on projects for children and youth, such assistance can be argued as fairly reductive of
social inequality.

Although research results may be sensitive to how company size is measured [88], extensive
empirical evidence has been derived as to the positive relationship between the size and sustainability
performance of a company [89–92]. In this regard, the high resource slack of large companies is
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employed as an explanatory dimension [93]. Such firms are also more visible than their smaller
counterparts and thus often face more pressure from secondary stakeholders, which is why they exhibit
higher levels of social and environmental responsiveness [89,94]. This relationship, however, was not
as conclusively supported by the findings of the present study. With the exception of the group of banks
that has implemented the narrow strategy (mostly small institutions), the banks belonging to the other
groups are diverse in terms of firm size. To put it in Bowen’s words, “size does not always matter” [95]
(p. 123). It can be assumed that the size of a company only has an impact on the sustainability strategy
of the banks in conjunction with other factors.

A more fruitful explanatory approach is to look into the different motives of banks. I found that,
contrary to previous assumptions, banks are not necessarily driven by only one motive. They can, for
example, be spurred by both business and environmental reasons, and different sustainable practices
can be underlain by varying motivations. These results support the propositions of Santana [22], who
established the construct of a motivation-mix and maintained that motives differ across practices,
thereby engendering a specific “motivation position for a company as a whole” [22] (p. 765). To explain
further, different motives may co-exist, but one is typically regarded as superior to others. It is precisely
this superiority that is crucial in the choice of a strategy content, as demonstrated in the present work.
Although business motives factor in all the cases, their sphere of influence on sustainable practices
change with increasing or decreasing strength. Such “motivational antecedents” [96] (p. 141) provide
a fruitful explanation for the different types of sustainability strategy content espoused by banks.
In particular, I argue that considering the identified motive categories as configurations might clear
the way for an enhanced elucidation of sustainability strategies. An essential issue for examination,
therefore, is how different motives are combined and intertwined. As long as business motives are
used on their own, a narrow strategy content ensues, but when they are employed in concert with
other motivations, other strategy types arise. Their combination with social motives, for instance,
is commensurate to the application of a peripheral strategy, and adopting them in conjunction with
environmental grounds results in a balanced strategy. In all these combinations, business motives
remain the strongest drivers, but when they are dominated by ecological or social motives, then the
course of action becomes integrative in nature.

Given the relevance of motives to ascertaining the kinds of sustainability strategy content
employed by organizations, a question that arises is from where motive categories originate.
A potential explanation lies in the institutional logics perspective [97,98], which posits that logics
are taken-for-granted assumptions that place principles of action in the hands of organizations and
individuals given their provision of vocabularies of motive [99]. In doing so, they shape the reasoning
schemas for the behaviors of organizations [98]. With this theoretical approach as grounding, I contend
that logics are instrumental in molding banks’ motivations for sustainable practices and, ultimately, in
shaping their sustainability strategies. In line with this argumentation, the strategy context, which
covers the institutional environment amongst other domains, is the component that exerts a decisive
influence on the relevance of various motive categories and, consequently, on sustainability strategy
content. Recent studies on the environmental and social practices of financial service providers have
equally illustrated how the sustainable logic can affect sustainable behavior if it prevails against market
logic [21,34].

With a more general reference to the business and society literature, another potential explanation
for differences amongst banks is the varying governance structures that they put into effect [100–104].
Previous studies suggested that board attributes [104,105], shareholder activism and concentration, and
environmental committees affect corporate environmental performance [100]. Similarly, companies
with a mechanistic organizational structure are likely to achieve high levels of environmental
performance [103]. Empirical evidence has been obtained as to the positive effects of integrating
social performance outcomes into the compensation of executives [101] and CEO proficiency [102] on
social outcomes.
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Considering the relationship between bank type and the type of sustainability strategy content
implemented by such institutions, however, this study does not provide a solid conclusion on the link
between the structure of governance and the type of sustainability strategy in a bank. This resonates
with research pointing out that the association between governance structure and social and/or
environmental outcomes is not always consistent [5,106]. Such inconsistencies might, in turn, be
rooted in other attributes that affect overall governance; these attributes include the gender diversity
of a company’s board of directors [107–109], the characteristics of top management [110], and the
organizational design for bank sustainability [106,111]. Along with each type of sustainability strategy
content comes a different organizational structure for social and environmental practices. I submit
that as a result of this heterogeneity, banks are encouraged to consider other aspects of sustainability
(e.g., core business or business periphery, social vs. ecological) to be particularly relevant and align
their strategies accordingly.

Finally, the findings make room for theorizing on the mechanisms that can bring about a change
in strategy. I reason that such alteration is possible when a logic gains strength and a shift in the
weighting of motives occurs. Corbett et al. [35] argued that depending on the interplay of multiple
logics and organizational identity, a window of opportunity emerges and allows different decisions
for or against sustainable practices. On this basis, I posit that different motivations are facilitated by
this window of opportunity, after which the specific constellation of various sustainable practices is
affected. The results led me to assume that the shift from the narrow to the peripheral strategy is
relatively likely as only a slight change in the motive situation would be necessary. The move towards
the balanced strategy, in contrast, entails a more substantial change in the motive mix and would thus
have to be accompanied by a change in values. This change in strategy can thus be expected to cause
disturbance. This situation is even more applicable to the integrative strategy. Because such strategy
is mostly induced by social and/or environmental motives, its implementation is unlikely as long as
business motivations continue to dominate.

The findings also implied that a change in strategy is realized when sustainable practices satisfy
not only environmental and social motives but also business rationales. This phenomenon reflects, for
example, that growing demand for sustainable investments on the part of customers [112] or growing
pressure to impose social and environmental criteria on lending decisions (e.g., as advocated by the
fossil fuel divestment movement) [113] indicate the underlying business motives of banks. Reducing
risks and meeting customer expectations then function as mediators of practices that have thus far been
predominantly socially or environmentally motivated. In other words, if business motives come to the
fore when implementing sustainable practices, banks might recognize them as a potential for increasing
profits, reducing risks, maintaining legitimacy, and ultimately ensuring their financial viability.

6. Conclusions

This research expands extant literature in three ways. The first contribution lies in its development
of a typology of sustainability strategy content in the banking industry. Typologies present numerous
benefits; they reduce complexity, enable the identification of similarities and differences amongst cases,
offer utility in recognizing relationships between concepts, and provide criteria for measurement [86].
This study thus serves as basis for future research that is intended to pinpoint both the antecedents
and consequences of different types of sustainability strategy content.

Second, the typology showed that, despite similarities in structure, substantial differences typify
the types of strategy content. This finding aligns with the literature on sustainability strategies in
which companies respond in various ways to environmental and social challenges. The current work
adds to previous research in that it revealed the tendency of banks to pursue different patterns of
practices; that is, it concretized assumptions about differences in the kinds of practices—as opposed to
differences in the degree of practice—and provided empirical evidence for an industry that plays a
crucial role in achieving the SDGs [1–3].
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Third, the findings indicated that there is a more complex relationship between motives and
strategy content than expected. Whereas previous research principally assumed the existence of a
single motivation behind each type of sustainability strategy content [44,47,51], the present work
empirically showed that the situation corresponds to a motive mix [22], which determines which
sustainable practices are carried out. This study thus finetunes our understanding of why different
sustainability strategies are adopted by various organizations.

The results present managerial implications for stakeholders concerned with environmental
and social issues, such as sustainability managers, policymakers, and environmental organizations.
The findings enable an enhanced identification of gaps in strategy and their resolution with appropriate
measures. The insights presented here equip practitioners with the means to evaluate and adopt an
existing sustainability strategy or develop a new one, as well as to reflect on current situations and
discover opportunities for improvement. The typology thus eases the selection of practices that meet a
bank’s sustainability goals. Identifying the type of strategy content that is presently practiced may
also advance more efficient communication about the sustainability strategy, enabling a bank to better
achieve its communication goals and, for example, differentiate itself from the competition.

This study likewise indicated that banks have thus far neglected a clear-cut delineation of the work
to be devoted to the SDGs even though these goals provide an effective framework for recognizing
potential domains where a bank might contribute to sustainable development. For example, none of
the 26 cases referred to SDG 3 (good health and wellbeing) and SDG 6 (water and sanitation) despite
the major relevance of the two goals. Banks can use the SDGs as a stimulus to create special financial
products. If social or environmental benefits are easily discernible, then the number of customers
willing to invest in such sustainable products might increase as well.

Finally, in line with Müller and Pfleger, I recommend that banks take their core activities as
“starting points for transformations towards sustainability” [114] (p. 321) and begin with the integration
of sustainability into their core businesses. Three reasons drive this suggestion. First, using a provided
service as a practice may contribute positively and substantially to the achievement of the SDGs.
Second, treating a given service as such can prevent suspicions of greenwashing. For instance, if
a bank supports external climate projects but also invests in environmentally dubious endeavors,
then skepticism from stakeholders may arise. However, taking into account environmental aspects in
investment decisions might raise the trustworthiness of a sustainability strategy. Third, by integrating
sustainability into core businesses, banks leverage their resources [115] and ensure the strategic
fit [116,117] that research has so often called for.

Similar to any other study, this research is encumbered by a number of limitations. First, data were
collected in Germany, thereby rendering generalizability to other contexts difficult. Further studies
should examine whether identified strategy types identified in the current work can also be found in
different countries. Second, the data do not contain information on how the strategies evolve over time.
Future research can delve into changes in patterns. Third, this study is not representative with regard
to the distribution of strategy types among German banks because of its grounding in qualitative data
and thus limited number of cases. Thus, an interesting issue for researchers to cast light on is how the
strategy types are distributed in Germany or other nations in Europe. Such knowledge would enable
an analysis of the discussed determinants of corporate motives, size, and governance and a testing of
assumed relationships. In particular, an organization’s design for sustainability, board characteristics,
and the manner by which executives are compensated [101] might play a crucial role for sustainable
outcomes [104,106,108,109].

Additional directions for research include the lack of strategic orientation in the banks that apply
the narrow strategy. Scholars could analyze the reason these institutions do not see the relevance
of social and environmental aspects in sustainable development and thus forgo the implementation
of sustainable practices. Moreover, the typology of sustainability strategy content helps improve
measurements of the effects of specific sustainability practices on customer attitudes and behaviors.
Such effects are assumed to strongly depend on the context surrounding a specific practice because
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customers tend to perceive and evaluate a practice with reference to setting; that is, as a part of an
entire strategy. The exploration of this relationship between corporate sustainability and customer
response also opens possibilities for further inquiries.

Funding: This publication is sponsored by FernUniversität in Hagen.
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Appendix A

Interview questionnaire

Introductory questions

1. Please first describe the position you hold within the company: What are your tasks?
Which department are you assigned to?

Questions on sustainable practices and motives

2. Is your company committed to social/environmental issues? How did it come about? When did
it happen? Why (not)? What’s the main motive?

3. What do you do when it comes to sustainability? How and when did this come about? Why (not)?
Why (not)? What’s the main motive?

4. Are there any internal measures in the area of environmental protection? How did this happen?
When? Why (not)? Why (not)? What’s the main motive?

5. Are there any internal social measures, e.g., any employee-related practices? How did this
happen? When? Why (not)? Why (not)? What’s the main motive?

6. Are there any external social projects that support you? How did this happen? When? Why (not)?
Why (not)? What’s the main motive?

7. Are there any external environmental projects that support you? How did this happen? When?
Why (not)? What’s the main motive? Why (not)? What’s the main motive?

8. What role do environmental aspects play in your core business, e.g., in lending and investment
decisions? How did this happen? When? Why (not)? Why (not)? What’s the main motive?

9. What role do social aspects play in your core business, e.g., in lending and investment decisions?
How did this happen? When? Why (not)? Why (not)? What’s the main motive?

Closing questions

10. Are you planning to expand or limit your sustainable practices in the future? In what way? Why?
11. Do you pursue a certain strategy with your sustainable practice? What’s the overall aim?
12. To what extent does your sustainability strategy differ from the strategy of other banks? What do

you do differently from other banks? Do you do more or less?
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Appendix B

First-order concepts, second-order concepts, and aggregate dimension of corporate motives for
sustainable practices

First-Order Concepts Second-Order Concepts Aggregate Motive Categories

Stand up for the community
Give back something to the community
Promote the region

Contribution to public welfare

Social motives
Enable social participation
Promote human rights
Create equal opportunities

Contribution to social justice

Enable voluntary work
Support social commitment
Promote social organizations

Contribution to social cohesion

Do something for the environment
Preserving resources
Reduce emissions

Contribution to the climate footprint

Environmental motives

Make the green thought mainstream
Function as a role mode

Contribution to environmental consciousness

Reduce costs
Stimulate additional business
Reach the return on investment
Reduce financial risks

Contribution to the financial performance

Business motives

Bind customers
Meet customer expectations
Attract new customers
Exploit publicity purposes
Differentiate against customers
Improve image
Become more known

Contribution to marketing-related motives

Employee satisfaction
Bind employees
Motivate employees
Finding adequate staff

Reducing employees absence

Contribution to the employee-related motives
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